things were going. Powers allowed that it had been a tough day?"I spent the morning trying to decide whether to have my character call his friend pal or chum," he said.
That's where I often find myself?thinking how important the choice of pal or chum is, how whatever truth writing lays claim to resides in a passion for just such quite mad distinctions. This mono mania is what a friend of mine calls the 600-pound'gorilla of a book.
Once the 600-pound gorilla gets hold of you, you're his (or hers And when I sought to make sense of the world that kept slipping away to the past, to loss and forgetfulness, when I protested inwardly at that disappearance, it was to description I instinctively turned.
Coming from a background in poetry and therefore being a literalist, it didn't occur to me to copy other prose writers. 
